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Introduction

Do you ever feel like you don't have enough self-confidence, feel anxious or panicky, and

even paralyzed at times?  These feelings might be the result of growing up in an

unsupportive environment, being raised by a parent who failed to express their love

towards you, or worse. 

Do the conditions of your current work environment, such as a grade school classroom,

feel hostile and undermining? If so, you may be suffering from Low Self-Esteem ("LSE"). 

Fortunately, there is a solution that has been around for over a century that is waiting for

you to unlock the door to the self-confidence within you. It's called the Self-Confidence

Formula and it was included in a book titled Think and Grow Rich, written by one of the

foremost leaders on the subject of Personal Development, Mr. Napoleon Hill.

 



There's Only One Direction 
to Go From Here.

Diagnosis
You may be asking yourself, "what is Low Self-

Esteem (LSE)"?

Technically speaking, it's a mental health

disorder caused by a distorted view of one's self

which affects the person's perceptual view

towards oneself and others, resulting in

irrational and distorted emotions and feelings.

Self-confidence, like any other habit, can be

reprogrammed in your mind in just 28 days!

In Up! Foundations, you will discover what's

holding you back from living with a Healthy

Self-Image ("HSE") and guide you through

building new self-esteem, bolstering your self-

confidence by turning up the volume on your

present strengths and talents, and improve your

life immediately!

MODULE ONE



In plain language, LSE affects every aspect of your life because you feel inadequate,

incompetent, unacceptable, unlovable, unworthy, and foolish. 

This internal problem causes you to feel depressed, anxious, and panicky, undermines your

personal and professional growth and development because you engage in self-sabotaging

behavior, and causes you to seek unhealthy and chaotic relationships. 

Some scholars estimate that over half the population 

suffers from LSE, yet most people go untreated. 

LSE forms during early childhood development and becomes concrete by pre-teen

adolescence. It's primary causes include childhood trauma, lack of love, support,

encouragement, positive attention, autonomy, and other negative environmental

conditions. Oftentimes, LSE is passed on from parent to child.

Fortunately, there is a way to overcome LSE. Whether it be with the assistance of a clinical

therapist or by way of self-help, everyone with LSE has the ability to recognize and erase

their distorted self-image and irrational behaviors by reprogramming their subconscious

mind with a new mental operating system that includes a healthy self-image using the

principle of Auto-Suggestion.

Step one is diagnosis. Inside Module One, you will find a link to the Sorensen Self-Esteem

Assessment. Please set aside a few minutes to take the assessment and then write down

your score in a journal; you'll be looking back at it by way of comparison in 28 days at the

end of the Foundations Reboot.

This recovery program will work if you take the action steps included in this course. I'm

rooting for you!



Auto-Suggestion
Theory
In this module, we're going to review what I

learned to be the three key elements behind the

science of personal achievement: 

Desire, Belief, and Obsession.

 

By the end of this module, you will know how to

effectively use Auto-Suggestion, powered by

desire, belief, and obsession, to manifest your

dreams into reality, how to maintain the

thought frequency through to realization, and

why it's so important that you take massive,

obsessive action to reach your goals.

MODULE TWO

Hello Friends, welcome to Module Two of the

Up! Foundations Course. By now, you will have

learned the Self-Confidence Formula by

Napoleon Hill, watched the TedXYouth talk

video featuring Niko Everett on the subject of

self-esteem, hopefully you have taken the Self-

Esteem Assessment by Dr. Marilyn J. Sorensen,

and perhaps you listened to the healthy self-

esteem and confidence building affirmations

YouTube video. 

But have you accessed the printable weekly

worksheets and daily Self-Reflection "Check-

ins"?

There's Only One Direction 
to Go From Here.



The techniques presented here were originally espoused to Napoleon Hill by his mentor

Andrew Carnegie, who was, at the time, thought to be the richest man in the world (worth

an estimated $1 billion); this was in the early 1900s. Mr. Hill was charged with the duty of

interviewing the most notable innovators of the time, including Henry Ford and Thomas

Edison. The result was the manuscript that we now know as Think and Grow Rich. The first

of many personal achievement techniques found in those pages is the theory of

Definiteness of Purpose.

 
"Desire is the starting point of all achievement, not a hope, 

 
not a wish, but a keen pulsating desire which transcends everything."

 
- Napoleon Hill

Notes



Your New Operating System

 When you turn your dreams into plans, do so without accepting failure as a possible

outcome. Make a declarative statement that includes the phrase, "I WILL..."

 Fix your mind on the exact amount (or exact thing) you want.

 Write down by what date you will achieve your goal.

 What will you do in exchange for it?

 Once you have written down a definite plan of action and a target date, you must

begin at once.

 Sign your name to this plan as a symbol of the seriousness of your intentions.

 Read your plan three times daily. Visualize yourself, feel it, believe that you have

already attained the object of your desire,  the result of your plan.

 Have faith that the Creator of the Universe will answer your prayers for the object of

your desires because He will (so long as your request does not interfere with the

natural laws).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

MODULE THREE

"The Starting Point of all 
 

Achievement is Desire."
 

- Napoleon Hill
 

There's Only One Direction 
to Go From Here.

Part One Desire

Desire is nothing more than thought impulses (energy). In this module, we are going to cover
the eight action steps to take for turning your desire into a definite purpose - a specific plan of
action. 



The Principle of Auto-Suggestion is like an agency relationship of communication which exists

between your Conscious Mind ("CM") - the Principal, and the Subconscious Mind ("SM") - the

agent.  The Principal provides instructions and the Agent follows those instructions. The

Conscious Mind focuses on the interpretation of external stimuli (sight, sound, touch, taste,

and smell), and it also functions as the Intellectual Mind Operating System (IMOS) for the

Higher Order Thinking & Reasoning, Synthesis, Creativity, and Divine Guidance (Perception,

Will, Imagination, Memory, Intuition, and Reason.) We'll get to the Subconscious MInd shortly.

The IMOS is what separates us from all other living creatures on the planet and it is not your

brain. Your brain is like a networking router that transmits signals throughout your body

(through the Central Nervous System) and into the universe. Your brain is also like the hard

drive of a computer, storing information and memory images within your Conscious Mind for

rapid recall and into your Subconscious Mind for perpetual storage and autonomic nervous

system control (like an autopilot for your body's movements). It is also home to your Reactive

Mind, a built-in 'alarm' system. (We'll come back to the Reactive Mind later.)

 

"Any ideas, plan, or purpose may be placed 
 

in the mind through repetition of thought."
 

- Napoleon Hill

Our IMOS is like the personal computer of our Spirit, it is our internet connection to our

highest level of consciousness (our future self) and to the Divine Creator of the Universe.

Within your Intellectual Mind Operating System (IMOS), you have a workshop for

processing three types of electrical signals: (a) higher order thinking, (b) synthetic ideas,

and (c) imaginary or creative ideas. We call these electrical signals our thoughts, plans, and

ideas (or brain waves). Biologically speaking, these brain waves are actually transmissions

of energy packets that are sent through synaptic bridges and nerve cells at specific

frequencies that emit vibrations outside of our bodies - into the universe where

everything that exists is interconnected. 

MODULE THREE

Part Two Belief



'Imagination' - the Workshop of the Mind
 Within the workshop of your mind (your imagination), you have the power to (a) create new

phenomena which may either be born into existence through the actions that follow or those

ideas may be reserved within your SM indefinitely, and (b) you have the power to synthesize

information to create hybrid ideas of existing phenomena so that your ideas and their ideas

become new phenomena with their own vibrations (energy). We think nothing of these constructs

while applying them, yet when we turn our attention to thinking about our thinking (meta-

cognition), then the reality that our brains are wonderous super computers and our minds (our

consciousness of Spirit - clarity - awareness) becomes mystical and perhaps even spooky, some

might say.  As an aside, if you are not feeling clearheaded, start practicing daily meditation.

Your mind creates ideas inside of your super computer (your brain), turns them into definite

courses of action (plans), then orders your body to carry out the tasks and duties necessary to

accomplish the end goals. But somewhere between your GREAT IDEA and IMPLEMENTATION

OF SAID IDEA, there is a problem - a disconnection between the body and the mind. Have you

guessed what it is? (If you said, "the Reactive Mind" you win!)

"Imagination is Everything. 
 

It is the Preview of Life's 
 

Coming Attractions."
 
 

- Albert Einstein



Your SM holds that autonomic operating system (the central nervous system) which functions

to carry out the day-to-day tasks, such as breathing, walking, talking, and chewing gum at the

same time, processing literally thousands of ideas throughout the day, and it serves as the

communication switch (like the old telephone operators) that routes communication packets

throughout your body. For example, if you bump your toe against a bed post, your foot sends a

signal through your central nervous system (CNS) that says, "hey, I just got hurt over here!"

and your brain quickly decodes and processes the message, looks back into your memory cells

to see what your prior actions were (or what others have done that you observed) and your

brain tells your mouth to yelp, "Ouch!" 

 It just so happens that your autonomic CNS holds many such automatic responses in your

brain that we call paradigms. But there's more! Your SM not only has these autonomic CNS

paradigms running on autopilot - all the time - but it also has built-in alarms that function as a

preservation system called the Reactive Mind. Whenever something familiar that registers in

your lexicon of memories as "dangerous," your reactive mind sounds the alarm that increases

your adrenaline, focuses your awareness on the issue at hand, and requires your body to

respond with either freeze, fight, or flight.  It's simply Cause & Effect, Action/Reaction.

 

"Life is a Perpetual Instruction in Cause & Effect"
 

- Ralph Waldo Emerson
 

In order for your new ideas to MANIFEST into reality, you must first overwrite the

paradigm (the specific "autopilot" operating system) that's controlling your current habits

and keeping you stuck in the same rut. But first, you must override the Reactive Mind

alarm system in order to get to the paradigm operating system.  Put another way, you must

install a new operating system (You 2.0) into your SM so that your body can finally

transmit the frequencies into the universe that is necessary to attract (manifest) the

objects of your desire (to achieve your goals).

Rewrite Your Belief Systems by Hijacking Your
Subconscious Mind Using Auto-Suggestion!



 Your SM cannot distinguish whether inputs from the CM are actual (sight, sound, touch,

taste, smell) or imaginary (synthetic or creative) - they are all simply thought impulses -

currents of electricity. Therefore, if the mind conceives and believes, then you will achieve

the object of your desire. Your imagination can create A NEW SELF-IMAGE of your future

self (that is, not the "now version of you" - the one who is without the thing, but the

"future version of you - the "You 2.0" - with the thing in your possession! This activity is

called the Power of Visualization.  When you see (visualize) yourself as presently having

the object of your desire - when you can imagine what it feels like to possess the object of

your desire, when you believe that you have already earned it, then you are on the fast

track to reprogramming your SM paradigm. 

You can speed up this process using Repetition of Thought! By increasing the quantity of

your thoughts of belief in your new self-image, you accelerate the coding and rewiring of

your new paradigm, bypassing the Reactive Mind, and resulting in the transmission of

thought vibrations at the correct frequencies to the outer world through the body, which

will subsequently produce the manifestation of an external environment conducive to the

realization of the objects of your desire.

"Whatever the Mind of Man Can
 

Conceive and Believe, it Can Achieve."
 

- Napoleon Hill



There's Only One Direction 
to Go From Here.

             Steps to Hyper-Stimulate 
Your Subconscious Mind

Repeat Your Definiteness of Purpose statement aloud 3x daily (morning,

noon, and night) while visualizing yourself as already having obtained the

object of your desire.

6

Find a picture of the object you want and place it where you can see it

three times a day.

Seek out and absorb any specialized knowledge (if applicable) that will be

necessary (pre-requisite) for obtaining the goal. For instance, I wanted to

be a lawyer, but I had to go to college to earn a four year degree before I

could apply for law school (a pre-requisite of specialized knowledge).

Have FAITH (a confident expectation) that you WILL receive the object of

your desire.

Practice fervent prayer.  Prayer is your direct connection to the Almighty

Creator of the Universe.

Act as though you already are the new you (YOU 2.0) that has obtained

the object of your desire.



So far, we've covered taking your desire and turning it into a specific action plan (Definiteness

of Purpose). Next, we discussed activating your belief system by using your imagination with

repetition to reach your Subconscious Mind (SM). Now,  we will learn about the Power of

Obsession - the third and equally important element under the Law of Attraction.

In early 2017, I think it was the first week of January, I revisited my copy of Think & Grow Rich

by Napoleon Hill, which are on audio cassettes. As I listened, I did not take copious notes as I

normally would, but I took tactical notes - I wanted to zero in on the meat of the substance -

the main course, if you will. And what I discovered is what I've been sharing with you

throughout this course - The Secret of Thought Manifestation! It's not really a 'secret' at all,

but it is aloof to the untrained eye (or ear, in this case).  What I heard resonated at the correct

frequency this time!  Why now? Why did it not resonate with me before? Or did it resonate, but

I was simply unfocused, out-of-balance, even?  Whatever the reason, I understood it now - and

I understood it clearly:

"The Secret of Success is Constancy of Purpose."
 

- Napoleon Hill

Put another way, 50% of the magic in the Law of Attraction is thinking and the other 50%

of the magic is in DOING (taking action). But not just taking action now and then, you must

be OBSESSED with the plan, you must hold a burning desire!

Side Note: Knowing this stuff is not enough. You MUST act upon it. Knowledge is NOT

power, it is potential power. Knowledge only becomes powerful when it is acted upon. 

I know that when I desire to obtain a goal, I must commit myself to taking whatever actions

necessary that will aid me in the achievement of that goal.

When you obsessively commit yourself to take persistent, continuous action towards the

attainment of your goal, you ignite the Law of Attraction. In summary, through these three

elements of Desire, Belief, and Obsession, you can manifest anything in the world you

desire so long as they do not defy the Laws of Nature. 

MODULE THREE

Part Three Obsession



 Unwavering Courage.

 Self-Control.

 A Keen Sense of Justice.

 Definiteness of Purpose.

 Definiteness of Plans.

 The Habit of Doing More Than Paid For.

 A Pleasing Personality.

 Sympathy and Understanding.

 Mastery of Detail.

 Acceptance and Responsibility.

 Cooperation.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

 At last, I would like to end this module with a list of personality traits that we should all

aspire to develop within ourselves; if they were to become our habits, they would

assuredly aid us in our personal and professional growth and development, and accelerate

our manifestations, as surely as the earth will rotate around the sun. 

11 Ways to Improve Your Personality



In this final module of Foundations, I would be remiss if I did not share with you one of the

best success principles under the Science of Personal Achievement, which may seem

counterintuitive at first, but is nonetheless absolute - that is to serve others first! 

It has been said that if you devote yourself to serving others, then GOD's blessings will overflow in

your life and that you will indeed sleep well at night after doing so. 

One way to serve others is to edify them. This means to instruct or improve others, both

morally and intellectually. (For instance, this is what I am doing here and now, edifying you

on the power of the Laws of Attraction and the Power of Auto-Suggestion!) You too can do

this by becoming a mentor to someone that is like a younger version of yourself, or by

encouraging others within various community groups and online forums. Do not

underestimate the Power of Positive Thinking - you can save a life by simply sharing a

positive word with someone in despair. 

Serving others allows us to build depth in our relationships with them over time, word by

word and deed by deed.  Moreover, serving others activates the Law of Reciprocity - the

principal that when I do something for others, they will in turn feel obligated to repay the

debit by doing something for me. 

To build relationships with others, you need to get them to Know, Like, and Trust you. If you

are of an introverted nature, like me, you may be wondering where to start. All you have to

do is ask a question. 

MODULE FOUR

Serving Others

"It is Literally True That You 
 

Can Succeed Best and Quickest 
 

by Helping Others to Succeed."
 

- Napoleon Hill
 



Communication is the foundation of human relations. We communicate with others so

that we may get to know them better, learn how they think about things in life, and so on.

The more you communicate with others, the better you get at it, such as learning

nonverbal cues, listening more than speaking (you have two ears and one mouth, so you

should listen twice as much as you speak); we call this interpersonal skills.

Communication (Know)

The Relationship Triangle
 

Affinity (Like)
Affinity is the feeling of closeness you experience with another person that is based upon

mutual interests, similar ideologies, morals, and values, and common life experiences,

such as a shared quality of life. 

Trust
Trust is the firm belief and confidence in the truthfulness and integrity of another person

or company.

K
no

w L
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Trust



There's Only One Direction 
to Go From Here.

Conduct a random act of kindness every day.

Action Steps:

Sometimes stepping into the unknown can be scary, even when that 'unknown' is your inner-self.

But, you don't have to do it alone. There are groups of people all over the world who are ready,

willing, and able to encourage you - they are waiting for you now.  For instance, I have created a

new private Facebook group called Up!Together specifically for you and all the other driven

'manifestation achievers' who are making a positive impact in their own lives as well as in the

lives of others, and who are committed to living the best version of themselves possible! 

It's time that you step into living in a state of vibrations that magnetically attracts positive

results, better relationships, and personal balance!  It's time for you to move Up!

John W. Tanner, J.D.|M.S.

Get face-to-face (F2F) for lunch, coffee, or happy hour with ten people per

month and ask them how you can serve them.

Sponsor two people per month to become members of our Up!Together private

facebook group.

Host a mastermind session so that you can associate with other people on a

Success Path like you to engage in Higher-Level Brainstorming!

Yours in Success,


